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Abstract
To achieve low overhead, traditional cluster monitoring systems sample data at
low frequencies and with coarse granularity. This makes such systems unsuited for
interactive monitoring of distributed cluster applications, as they fail to capture
short-duration events, making understanding the performance relationship between
processes on the same or different nodes difficult. This paper presents WallMon,
a tool for interactive visual exploration of performance behaviors in distributed
systems. Data is visualized using a technique inspired by the concept of information
flocking. WallMon is client-server based, and captures data for every process on
every node. Its architecture is extensible through a module system that encapsulates
functionality specific to monitoring and visualization. Preliminary performance
results show 5% CPU load at 64 Hz sampling rate when monitoring a cluster of
5 nodes with 300 processes per node. Using WallMon’s interactive visualization,
we have observed interesting patterns in different parallel and distributed systems,
such as unexpected ratio of user- and kernel-level execution among processes in a
particular distributed system.

1

Introduction

Traditional cluster monitoring systems, such as Ganglia [1] and HP Cluster Management Utility [2], gather data about resource usage in cluster of computers and
presents it visually to users. To achieve low overhead, these systems sample data
at low frequencies and with coarse granularity. For example, [1] reports a default
sampling frequency of 15 seconds and a data granularity on node level, such as total CPU and memory consumption. However, this makes such systems unsuited
for interactive monitoring of distributed cluster applications, as they fail to capture
short-duration events and make understanding the performance relationship between
processes on the same or different nodes difficult. Interactive monitoring requires
frequent sampling of fine-grained data and visualization tools that can explore and
display data in near real-time. Suitable sampling frequency for interactive monitoring varies between application domains and applications. In situations where it is
important to capture and visualize short-duration events, the sampling rate should
∗
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match the frame rate of the visualization, which can be as high as 60 frames per
second. However, sampling at 60 Hz might capture too much data and make the visualization difficult to follow and understand. Fine-grained data is important when
related distributed systems execute simultaneously. Without process level granularity, it would be difficult to observe how behavior in one system impacts behavior of
other systems.
WallMon is a system for interactive visual exploration of performance behaviors
in distributed systems. The system is client-server based, and captures data
for every process on every node, as well as overall node statistics. The architecture of WallMon is modular and extensible: At its core, a light-weight
runtime dynamically loads executable modules on the client-side and serverside. The modules encapsulate functionality specific to gathering of data, and
the actions taken upon the gathered data. Although WallMon provides process level granularity, it does not, nor does it intend to, provide capabilities
of profilers. While profilers are able to gather micro-level data, such as detailed stack traces of processes, WallMon’s process level data is at a macro-level,
such as total CPU, memory and network I/O consumption of single processes.
The visualization of data gathered by
WallMon is based on an approach inspired by the concept of information
flocking [3], originally introduced by
Proctor & Winter: ”[...] Information
flocking presents data in a form which is
particularly suited to the human brains
evolved ability to process information.
Human beings are very good at seeing
patterns in colour and motion, and Information Flocking is a way of leveraging this ability”. As figure 1 shows, Figure 1: WallMon running on the Tromsø
display wall. WallMon’s visualization runs on
flocking behavior is applied to processes. 3x2 tiles, while an image of Tromsø is rendered
The idea behind this concept in Wall- in the background. Moving symbols within
Mon, is that distributed systems, which axes represent different performance metrics of
consists of related processes, show, or processes running on the display wall cluster.
are expected to show flocking behavior.
Such behavior might also be interesting to observe and explore when multiple distributed systems execute simultaneously.
Preliminary experiments show that process level monitoring in WallMon comes at
an acceptable cost. On a 5 node cluster with 300 processes per node, WallMon has
a 5% CPU load when sampling at 64 Hz. Its maximum sampling rate on this cluster
is about 128 Hz. On this cluster, the primary overhead is caused by obtaining raw
process level data from the operating system.
The visualization inspired by information flocking has only been applied to a few
distributed systems, however, in the visualization of these systems we have observed
interesting patterns. For example, when exploring data sets in a particular dis-

tributed system, certain visually similar data sets caused some of the participating
processes to execute more on kernel-level (and less on user-level). This particular
example can be seen in figure 1; The majority of quadratically shaped symbols,
which represents CPU utilization horizontally and ratio between user- and kernellevel execution vertically, have about the same CPU utilization, however, they are
unexpectedly scattered vertically. Compared to traditional visualization approaches,
such as using charts and/or graphs, our experience is that WallMon’s visualization
makes it easier to discover patterns in distributed systems. We are currently experimenting with the visualization technique on a diverse range of distributed systems,
and extending and improving WallMon.

2

Related Work

Ganglia [1] and HP Cluster Management Utility [2] are two traditional cluster monitoring systems that are designed for overall cluster management. They obtain low
overhead and scalability through data sampling at low frequencies and with coarse
granularity. Supermon [4] is a system similar to Ganglia. Both systems employ a
pull-based approach for transfer of data, and a hierarchical architecture for scalable
aggregation of data. Supermon focuses on and provides frequent sampling of data.
It uses a kernel module for Linux in order to avoid context switch overhead when
gathering data from the procfs file system.
RVision [5] provides a module system similar to WallMon’s module system. Both
systems allow user-defined modules to be dynamically loaded at runtime. Differences between the module systems include that RVision’s is procedure oriented,
while WallMon’s is object oriented, and that WallMon offers more control over the
usage of gathered data.
As with WallMon, Otus [6] also samples data at process level. Otus also have
support for sampling data from specific applications, such as Hadoop MapReduce.
While WallMon focuses on visualizing data in near real-time, Otus provides detailed
post-analyses via charts.
The data visualization in WallMon runs on wall-sized, high-resolution tiled displays.
[7] is the current tiled display supported. This tiled display comes with an event
system that has been integrated into WallMon’s visualization.

3

Architecture and Design

Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of WallMon: The module system and the
core runtime which glues together modules. The module system consists of collectors
and handlers. The collector gathers data of interest, and the handler takes action on
the gathered data by for instance storing or visualizing it. This organization gives
control over functionality specific to monitoring and end-to-end usage of data [8],
while leaving data distribution to the core runtime. The core runtime notifies the
collector when to collect data, and when data has been collected, the runtime will
route the data to the appropriate handler. For instance, figure 2 shows a typical
data flow: The core runtime routes data from multiple collectors, each running on
a node in a cluster of computers, to a single handler running on a remote workstation.
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Figure 2: WallMon Architecture and Current
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Figure 3: Flexible Mapping of Collectors and Handlers in WallMon

Typically there is a one-to-one mapping between collectors and handlers, as shown
in figure 2. For example, the data collected by the gnuplot collector might not
be interpretable by the file logger handler. However, the system supports a M:N
mapping of collectors and handlers. Figure 3 shows an alternate mapping of the
collectors and handlers in WallMon, where the file logger collector is not used, and
both remaining collectors each supply two handlers with data.
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Figure 4: Core Runtime in WallMon

The core runtime in WallMon is based on the client-server model, as shown in figure
4. The core runtime consists of an arbitrary number of clients and servers. Servers
are independent of each other and a client might not be aware of all servers. The
motivation for clients to be connected to multiple servers, is flexibility. For certain
application domains, this model keeps the core runtime general, and places specific
functionality in collectors and handlers. Figure 4 shows such a case: To make
WallMon run and provide visualization on wall-sized, high-resolution tiled displays,
collected data is sent to all nodes/tiles driving the high-resolution display. The
client-server model results in a simpler system and lower latency than alternative
approaches, such as hierarchical structures employed in [1] and [4]. On the other
hand, a hierarchical structure scales to larger number of nodes.

3.2

Module System - Collectors and Handlers

A module consists of a collector that runs on the client-side, and a handler that runs
on the server-side. For instance, a typical configuration is one collector per cluster
node sending data to a single handler. Collectors and handlers are based on the
inversion of control pattern [9]: They implement an interface shared with the core
runtime, and do not manage a unit of execution, but wait for the core runtime to
invoke them. Collectors are responsible for collecting data at user-defined intervals,
which the core runtime will forward to end-points (servers) specified by the collector. Handlers are invoked when data from their associated collectors arrives at the
server-side. The action taken upon the data can be anything, and figure 2 shows
the handlers (and collectors) currently available in WallMon.
The main motivation for a module system in WallMon is a way of extending the system. This is important since monitoring is diverse, both when it comes to collecting
data and taking action upon data. Among others, visualization, applying statistics
to monitored data, higher level of abstractions for accessing monitored data, which
metrics to monitor and how to monitor them, are ideas and questions that have
been considered in WallMon. The module system allows for quick exploration and
prototyping of different approaches.
An important guarantee of modules is sequential execution: Collectors and handlers are never invoked concurrently. This guarantee removes the need for synchronization primitives inside collectors and handlers, such as mutexes and monitors.
However, there might be necessary to spawn unit of execution within modules. In
such scenarios, the user is responsible for handling concurrency.

3.3

Push-Based Data Transfer

In WallMon, clients push monitored data to server(s). This contrasts to many traditional monitoring systems in which servers pull data. For a system that provides
near real-time data, a push-based approach has potential to alleviate load on the
server-side. Instead of book-keeping when to pull data and carrying out pulling of
data, the server is only focused on receiving data. On the other hand, servers have
less control over rate and amount of incoming data in a push-based approach. This
lack of control could result in clients overwhelming servers.
On the server-side, WallMon uses asynchronous I/O (AIO) for handling multiple
persistent connections, one for each client. The primary reason for settling on AIO
over an alternative approach where each client-connection is handled in a separate
thread, is minimal overhead and simplicity. In AIO there is only a single thread
managing all the connections, which eliminates the need for spawning and allocating resources for a new thread whenever a client connects to the server. It is
unclear whether AIO or other alternative approaches would contribute the most to
scalability in Wallmon.

4

Implementation

WallMon is implemented in C++ and runs on Linux.

4.1

Core Runtime and Module System

Figure 5 exposes internal components of WallMon’s core runtime and module system.
The scheduler and source make up the client-side of the core runtime, and together
with the collectors they make up the WallMon client, which is implemented as an
UNIX daemon. The scheduler manages the collectors and puts collected data in
a queue shared with the source, whose job is to forward data to the WallMon
server(s). The server-side of the core runtime is similar to its client-side: a sink
handles all the incoming connections and puts received data in a shared queue. A
router takes data out of this queue and invokes appropriate handlers. Each of the
shown components of the core runtime is implemented by a single thread. This
could be a problem with regard to the scheduler and router. For example, a
handler might block when invoked by the router. This would keep the router
from fetching incoming data and invoking other handlers. A solution for this could
be to implement the router with a thread-pool. However, this particular scenario
has not caused problems in WallMon, and therefore has not been prioritized.
source
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Figure 5: Implementation of Core Runtime and Modules in WallMon

Modules in WallMon are represented as UNIX shared libraries. Figure 5 shows the
interface required to be implemented by collectors and handlers. In common they
have to provide the OnInit and OnStop functions that are invoked at the beginning
and end of their life-cycle, respectively. while collectors have to provide Sample for
collecting data, handlers have to provide Handle for handling data. The argument
passed in OnInit, which is shared with the core runtime, is used to control certain
aspects of the life-cycle, such as how often a collector is invoked.

4.2

Data Transfer

Asynchronous I/O (AIO) in WallMon is implemented by using the libev1 framework. libev is a cross-platform framework that automatically makes use of available
AIO primitives on supported platforms. For example, if available, the epoll system
call is used on Linux, otherwise select or poll is used as an alternative.
WallMon’s network communication protocol relies on Protocol Buffers2 , a serialization format developed by Google. Most of the modules in WallMon also use
Protocol Buffers internally. The Protocol Buffers library was chosen due to its simplicity and binary serialization. For example, compared to XML representation,
binary serialization in Protocol Buffers is more compact.
WallMon uses TCP as the underlying protocol for transfer of collected data. When
1
2
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a client connects to a server for the first time, the connection remains open in order
to avoid further overhead of handshakes in the TCP protocol. TCP is used since
WallMon does not assume that clients and servers are located on the same local
area network. Hence, the network between clients and servers in WallMon could be
unreliable and the well-known guarantees provided by TCP are important.

4.3

Per-Process Data Collection

In order to gather data about every process on a cluster of computers, WallMon uses
the procfs file system present in most Linux environments. procfs is a virtual file
system that, among others, keeps a file for each process on the system. These files
are continuously updated with different types of metrics. The collector responsible
for gathering per-process data, will open all the process specific files in procfs and
read them during sampling of data.
Process monitoring of data in WallMon is done at the user-level. This has the advantage of not having to modify the kernel. However, kernel modifications can serve
as an optimization, as reported in [4]. In the case of WallMon, where relatively large
amount of resources are monitored, a kernel modification could have been justifiable.
Currently there is limited amount of filtering of data on the collector side. Data
obtained from the procfs file system is parsed and transformed from ASCII to binary representation, such as integers, before being serialized by Protocol Buffers.
One optimization could have been to filter out, for example data about processes
whose resource consumption is below a certain threshold, inside the collector. On
the other hand, the current approach is flexible for handlers, and simple.

5

Visualization Using Information Flocking

Data gathered by WallMon is visualized by an approach inspired by information
flocking [3], a technique that leverages humans’ ability to see patterns in color and
motion. The approach was motivated by WallMon’s goal for sampling fine-grained
data at near real-time rate. Several prototypes early on in the WallMon project
showed that traditional charts and graphs were unsuited for achieving such goals.
The primary obstacle experienced with traditional approaches was the difficulty of
providing a high-level view of and the relationships between monitored processes.
However, traditional charts and graphs might be suitable for visualizing detailed
information about a single process, or a handful of processes.
Figures 1 and 6 show the primary components of WallMon’s visualization. At the
heart of the visualization is a chart with moving entities, where an entity’s shape
represents a performance metric, such as CPU or memory, and its color represents
a process name. The chart’s horizontal axis shows the relative resource utilization
of the different performance metrics. For example, for the CPU metric the number
of CPU cores is taken into account, however, the chart does not say anything about
the distribution of execution time among the different cores. The vertical axis represents something specific to the different metrics. For instance, for CPU it shows
the distribution of kernel-level and user-lever execution: The more to the bottom,
the more kernel-level execution of the total CPU execution time, and vice versa. For

memory, the vertical axis shows a process’ current amount of page faults.
Another component of the visualization
is an interactive list, where each entry
groups together processes with equal
process name. When accessing one of
these entries using a touch gesture, another list appears. This list holds detail
data about each process under this process name, such as how many threads
the process is running and on which
host it is running. Within this list, the
user has the possibility to physically kill Figure 6: Illustration of information flocking
any of the processes; A feature that as- inspired visualization and its user interface
sumes automatic login via ssh. Such a
feature can be useful to test and observe performance effects of fault tolerance in
distributed systems.
WallMon’s visualization provides an useful way of discovering similarities between
processes in distributed systems, as shown in figure 1 and 6. If processes are expected to behave similarly, such as slaves in a master-slave model, the visualization
quickly reveals whether this is the case or not through a clustering effect, which
occur when the measurements of the given performance metrics are similar.

6

Initial Experiments

The experiments have been carried out on a cluster of 5 nodes connected via a fullduplex gigabit Ethernet. The hardware of each node consists of a 2-way quad-core
Intel Xeon E5620 CPU at 2.4 GHz with hyper-threading (a total of 16 threads per
node) and 24 GB of RAM. Each node runs the Rocks Cluster Distribution with
Linux kernel 2.6.18.

6.1

Microbenchmarks
Functionality
Reading from procfs
Parsing procfs data
Protocol Buffers data population
Protocol Buffers data serialization
Other
Total

Average time
8.74 ms
0.93 ms
0.14 ms
0.03 ms
0.12 ms
9.96 ms (≈ 100.4 Hz)

Std dev
0.01 ms
0.001 ms
0.0006 ms
0.0 ms
0.0 ms
0.0116 ms

Table 1: Microbenchmark of process level sampling in WallMon. One sample includes sampling
data about all present processes, which at the time was 318. Samples were carried out consecutively.

The cluster’s front-end node, which acts as the entry point for the cluster, executes
more operating system processes than the other nodes, which could affect the collector sampling data about processes. At the point the experiments were carried out,
the front-end node executed 318 processes, while the other nodes executed about

270 processes each. In this section, process level sampling refers to gathering of data
about all present processes. For example, at the front-end, one process level sample
gathers data about 318 processes. Gathering data about all present processes might
not generally be an ideal approach, however, for benchmarking it is suitable.
Microbenchmarks presented in this section have been carried out on the cluster’s
front-end node. Table 1 shows the time consumption of the different phases of sampling process level data in WallMon. The results are the average of 1000 consecutive
samples carried out as fast as possible. In this particular benchmark, the average
sampling rate was 100.4 Hz. On average, this benchmark results in an average sampling rate between 80 to 120 Hz, however, sometimes the sampling rate drops to
below 60 Hz.
The data representation of the Protocol Buffers library has also been microbenchmarked. Serializing one sample of process level data at the cluster’s front-end results
in 13620 bytes, which is an average of 43 bytes per process.

6.2

Macrobenchmarks

Figure 7 shows CPU load at different sampling rates for the client and the server.
In both benchmarks, the WallMon client executed on all nodes on the cluster, while
the WallMon server executed on the front-end node. During the benchmarks, only
one Wallmon module was loaded and executed, the gnuplot module. This module’s
collector gathers process level data on the client-side, while its handler stores the
collected data in memory until all collectors are done, before it uses the data to
generate charts (including the ones presented here). For the client benchmark (7a),
the values presented are the average of all clients. On the other hand, the value for
the server benchmark (7b) originates from the client executing on the same node
as the server, which would be the front-end. Moreover, the values were obtained in
the same sampling session: Collectors started at one Hz, before steadily doubling
the sampling rate up until and including 256 Hz. During the client benchmark, the
memory usage remained constant on all clients for all sampling rates.
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Figure 7: CPU load of (a) WallMon client (left) and (b) WallMon server (right)

The aforementioned configuration of the WallMon servers and clients was also used
to measure the bandwidth of the server, as shown in figure 8. However, the values
labeled actual bandwidth were measured internally by the server. expected bandwidth

represents a theoretical maximum, which is based on the average size of network
messages received by the server during the measurements. For example, given 5
nodes, a sampling rate of 32 Hz and an average message size of 13000 bytes, a
theoretical maximum would be: 5 x 32 x 13000 ≈ 1.98 MB/s.
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7.1

Discussion
Initial Experiments

7.1.1 Microbenchmarks
The microbenchmarks presented in section 6.1 show that reading data from the
procfs file system is the most expensive operation of sampling process level data.
Reading data from procfs causes a context switch from user-level to kernel-level.
Since each process has its own entry in procfs, a context switch will occur for every
process included in a sample. The microbenchmarks also show that parsing the raw
procfs data has some cost. The parsing is done by the sscanf function provided
by a library in the C programming language. It might have been faster to use other
approaches, such as a parser tailored for the format of procfs.
The Protocol Buffers library causes minimal overhead in the microbenchmarks. Its
fast and has a compact data representation. On average in the microbenchmarks,
serializing a n byte value with Protocol Buffers takes up only n bytes. Compared
to XML’s human readable format, Protocol Buffers provide a more compact representation in WallMon.
7.1.2 Macrobenchmarks
The macrobenchmarks presented in section 6.2 show that up until and including 32
Hz, the client’s CPU load doubles whenever the sampling rate doubles. However,
when moving from 32 to 64 Hz this pattern stops. What happened during this
benchmark, was that the single-threaded collector sampled data too slow (on most
samples) for the WallMon client to re-schedule it at non-overlapping intervals. It
appears that the drop in sampling rate, presented in section 6.1, is the common
case when running the complete WallMon system. It is unclear why this happens.

One reason could be the environment: When running WallMon in environments
with, among others, more recent version of Linux, such a drop in sampling rate
does not occur. At 256 Hz, the collector is scheduled constantly. This makes sense
since the CPU load is slightly above 6%, which matches the share of one out of 16
(100/16=6.25) logical cores present at the cluster nodes.
The primary cause for the large amount kernel-level execution time compared to
user-level execution time on the client, is reading from the procfs file system and
sending data over the network. Reading from procfs contributes the most: Data
read from procfs is represented as ASCII strings compared to compact serialized
representation which is sent over the network, and process level sampling requires a
context switch for each process in the sample, while sending data over the network
requires one or a handful of context switches. Due to the procfs overhead, it might
have been justifiable to implement a kernel module, as is done in [4]. Such a module
has the potential to eliminate the cost of context switching.
The CPU load of the WallMon server can mostly be contributed to the internals
of WallMon, the core runtime. The kernel-level execution time can be explained
by receiving packets from the network, while its user-level execution comes from
de-serializing and routing data. Also, the handler of the gnuplot module contributes
to user-level execution time. The relatively low CPU consumption of the WallMon
server indicates that the server (and client) is suitable for clusters consisting of more
than five nodes. The CPU load at 256 Hz in figure 7b is lower than the load at the
previous rate of 128 Hz. This anomaly highlights a challenge that barely has been
addressed in WallMon, which is synchronization between collectors. What occurred
in this measurement was that the collectors did not finish at the same point in time.
It is likely that for some of the collectors, a handful of their measurements at 256
Hz were registered at 128 Hz at the handler executing on the server.
The bandwidth usage of the server correlates with the problem of obtaining data fast
enough from procfs: At 64 Hz and higher, it is clear that the expected bandwidth is
much higher than actual amount of data received by the server. Compared to traditional cluster monitoring systems, such as Ganglia [1], the numbers for the expected
bandwidth show that process level sampling requires relatively much bandwidth in
Wallmon. Because of this, it might not be practical to sample at high rates and/or
sample data about all present processes.

7.2

Module System

The module system’s support for arbitrary many modules executing simultaneously
and a guarantee of sequential execution within each module, is an abstraction that
simplifies. These guarantees and the programing model offered have similarities to
the model implemented by Google’s MapReduce framework [10]. Although MapReduce targets a different domain, collectors in WallMon and map in MapReduce both
transform and forward data to a new transformation, and handlers and reduce usually aggregates large amount of data into something smaller and/or comprehensible.
The inversion of control pattern implemented by modules and the guarantee of sequential execution also matches MapReduce.

One limitation with the module system is that users have to implement all functionality specific to gathering and usage of data. This might reduce productivity,
however, it adheres to the end-to-end argument [8], which can be considered applicable to the diverse and performance sensitive activities of cluster monitoring.

8

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented WallMon, a tool for interactive visual exploration of performance behaviors in distributed systems. The system is client-server based, and its
architecture is extensible through a module system that encapsulates functionality
specific to monitoring. WallMon shows that sampling data with process granularity
comes at an acceptable cost, and that visualizing this data with an approach inspired by information flocking, might reveal interesting patterns.
The next steps for WallMon include extending and improving the interactive visualization, such as exploring different ways of providing efficient and simple to use
functionality for exploration of monitored data. The visualization will also be applied to additional distributed systems, such as high performance systems, which
it yet has not been tested sufficiently out on. Moreover, additional experiments on
WallMon will have to be carried out. These experiments should be carried out on a
larger cluster compared to what was presented in section 6.
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